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FEATURED VIDEO | SUPER REEFS
The power of Super Reefs
Reefs able to withstand a warming ocean

FEATURED PROJECT | PAST CLIMATES
Climate clues from our whaling past
Whaling logbooks provide insights into modern climate

EVENTS | GUIDED TOURS
WHOI summer walking tours
Explore behind the scenes with one of our knowledgeable volunteers

OCEAN OBSERVATORIES | MVCO
Coastal observatory upgrade
See scientific instruments get airlifted and installed at the Martha’s Vineyard Coastal Observatory

WHOI IN THE NEWS
THE BOSTON GLOBE
A gigantic deposit of fresh water is hidden off the Northeast coast

GEEKWIRE
Is there life on Mars, or on other worlds beyond Earth? The answer may be squishy

THE GUARDIAN
IFAW issues dire warning on North Atlantic right whales

SOUTHERN LIVING
The Tiny Clear Blobs Washing up on Beaches Are Even Weirder Than You Think

Where are WHOI Ships Now?
START TRACKING ➔